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Natural Running is the middle ground runners have been looking for. By learning to run the

barefoot way, while wearing shoes, runners will become more efficient, stronger, and healthier

runners. Backed by studies at MIT and Harvard, running form and injury expert Danny Abshire

presents the natural running technique, form drills, and an 8-week transition plan that will put

runners on the path to faster, more efficient, and healthier running.In Natural Running, Abshire

explains how modern running shoes distort the efficient running technique that humans

evolved over thousands of years. He reviews the history of running shoes and injuries, making

the case for barefoot running but also warning about its dangers. By learning the natural

running technique, runners can enjoy both worldsâ€”comfortable feet, knees, and legs and an

efficient running form that reduces impact and injuries.Natural Running teaches runners to

think about injuries as symptoms of poor running form. Abshire specifies the overuse injuries

that are most commonly associated with particular body alignment problems, foot types, and

form flaws. Runners will learn how to analyze and identify their own characteristics so they can

start down the path to natural running.Abshire explains the natural running technique,

describing the posture, arm carriage, cadence, and land-lever-lift foot positioning that mimic

the barefoot running style. Using Abshire's 8-week transition plan and a tool kit of strength and

form drills, runners will move from heel striking to a midfoot or forefoot strike.Natural Running is

the newest way to run and also the oldest. By discovering how they were meant to run, runners

will become more efficient, stronger, and healthier runners.

About the AuthorThe author of more than forty published novels, Kathryn Johnson is an

Agatha Award finalist and honoree of the American Library Association. She founded Write by

You (www.writebyyou.com), an author's mentoring service, and teaches at the Writer's Center

in Washington, D.C.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Praise for Danny Abshire and Natural Running“Danny Abshire is one of the lead voices in the

natural running revolution.”—Danny Dreyer, author of ChiRunning“Running efficiently is a

precursor to running any distance fast and exuberantly. No one knows this better than Danny

Abshire, whose lifelong study of the body in motion has helped many champions reach their

goals, me included. Natural Running is the definitive guide for anyone who craves the joy of

effortless and timeless runs.”—Lorraine Moller, four-time Olympian, Olympic bronze medalist,

and cofounder of Lydiard Online Training Systems“Danny Abshire’s approach gives hope to

those who have struggled with injuries and uncomfortable running. He brings a simple,

sensible, and usable approach to transforming your running so you can reach your potential.

Danny’s knowledge of running form and biomechanics can help all runners become more

efficient.”—Mark Allen, six-time Ironman® world champion and coauthor of Fit Soul, Fit Body: 9

Keys to a Healthier, Happier You“Danny Abshire has devoted his professional life to studying

and teaching proper and efficient running technique. He has worked with some of the best

runners and triathletes in the history of endurance sports, and just speaking to him will make

you a better runner.”—Craig Alexander, two-time Ironman® world champion“For two decades

Danny Abshire has been a lone voice in the wilderness, patiently showing the fortunate few the

correct way to run. Now the rest of the running world gets the chance to learn from Abshire’s

running-form wisdom in Natural Running. With the pendulum finally swinging toward proper

running shoes and technique, I expect Natural Running to be the standard reference source for

years to come.”—Mike Sandrock, author of Running with the Legends“Danny Abshire has an

innate knowledge of running biomechanics and an ability to translate his knowledge into a fix

for running injuries.”—Paul Huddle, triathlon coach, contributor to Triathlete magazine, and

author of Start to Finish Ironman Training: 24 Weeks to an Endurance Triathlon“Danny Abshire

is the leading authority on natural running form, period.”—Ian Adamson, seven-time Adventure

Race world champion“Danny Abshire is the true leader of the re-evolution back to more natural

running.”—Mark Cucuzzella, MD, associate professor of family medicine, West Virginia

University School of Medicine“Danny Abshire’s gifted instruction has excited my students at

MIT for several years. His running clinics have inspired us to think about how we run and how

to do so without pain. Danny can look at someone’s running style; tweak it; and then make

them a more efficient, faster running machine.”—Dr. Patti Christie, lecturer at Massachusetts

Institute of Technology (MIT)“Danny Abshire has a passion for helping people to run the way

nature intended humans to run.”—Dr. Alexander Slocum, professor of mechanical engineering,

MITnaturalrunningCopyright © 2010 by Danny Abshire and Brian MetzlerAll rights reserved.
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Jennifer’s strong belief in me and my work, this book would not be possible.ContentsForeword
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at the height of my triathlon career I suffered a potentially career-ending injury: an extremely

serious stress fracture in my ankle. I had been told through all conventional channels that there

was no way back to world-class running and competing. A good friend told me about Danny

and his company, Active Imprints, in Boulder, Colorado, and how he had helped her. As a

desperate professional athlete who had exhausted every other avenue, from physical therapy

to magnets, lasers, and herbal concoctions, I headed straight to Boulder to see this

“guru.”Using an amazingly logical approach, Danny quickly and easily “saw” what no one else

had been able to see. By identifying and adjusting lightweight custom orthotics for an

unbalanced forefoot alignment, Danny made simple biomechanical and structural adjustments

that resolved six months of pain and ended my agonizing over the future of my career as an

athlete. Having been told just weeks earlier that I would never run competitively again, I went

on to win a sixth Ironman® world championship just two months later—a result that no amount

of praise can do justice. Fast forward to another three world championships and years of injury-

free running and racing.I invited Danny to be a guest speaker and running form coach/

biomechanics instructor at the training camps held around the United States. We wanted to

help the age-group runner and triathlete stop overstriding and learn to land under the body

safely, ultimately to become a more efficient runner. Danny did this and more and also inspired

thousands of runners to stay in the moment and not think so far ahead, listen to their bodies,

and use their minds accordingly.My relationship and partnership with Danny continues today.

It’s a privilege to know someone who is clearly gifted with an understanding of all things

biomechanical. I have watched him be the spark in so many lives, enabling athletes at every

level in any sport to pursue their goals. Danny has been and continues to be a source of

inspiration for me.Danny and this book will inspire you, as he has countless others, to open

your mind and rethink the way you currently run and will set you on a course to becoming a

more efficient and natural runner, as you were meant to be.The story of Paula Newby-Fraser

and my career both as an athlete and a coach cannot be told without Danny Abshire’s starring

role.—Paula Newby-FraserAcknowledgmentsNo one, other than my wife, has had as much

belief in me as Jerry Lee. Jerry and his wife, Donna, are incredibly giving people who helped

me believe that we could create a company that built running shoes specifically for natural

running form. We hoped to reduce injury rates and create a more enjoyable running experience

for runners all over the world. With a focus on giving back to the community—and to the world

as it grows—Newton is a charitable company thanks to the Jerry and Donna Lee Family

Foundation.The athletes and coaches at the training camps also believed in me; starting in

1993, they encouraged me to coach running biomechanics, injury prevention, and running

form. My deepest thanks go especially to Paula Newby-Fraser, Paul Huddle, Heather Fuhr,

Roch Frey, and Jimmy Riccitello for using Active Imprints custom orthotics to boost their own

athletic performance and for allowing me to coach thousands of runners through their triathlon

camps. They also were part of our original testing group for Newton running shoes.A big thank-

you goes to Brian Metzler for his invaluable assistance in crafting the language of this book



and for guiding me down the technical trail of writing.Finally, to all the running coaches around

the world with open minds who have worked hard for many years with little credit to help

runners adjust their form to a more natural running style—thank you, and keep up the good

work!IntroductionEvolution to a Running RevolutionI have been a runner all my life, dating back

to my youth in Tennessee, when I enjoyed dashing through the forest, dodging trees, and

feeling the uninhibited excitement and freedom of movement while coexisting with nature. I

have vivid memories of running in junior high school, relishing the self-generated speed from

wearing a pair of spikes on a cinder track. I remember what it was like later, in high school, to

jet across a man-made surface—the dramatic forward lean, high cadence, and excitement of

moving as fast as possible over short distances.In time I started training for distance running

as opposed to sprinting and found a peaceful challenge to running more miles. When I ran my

very first distance race, a 5-miler, I found myself both exhilarated and utterly spent from the all-

out effort. For the first time I really saw and felt how your mind can push your body beyond

what you think you’re capable of physically. I quickly forgot the soreness and fatigue of the

event and relished the euphoria and relative peace of the run and the overall challenge of the

event. It was the coolest thing I’d ever done, and I was hooked. I thought about running all the

time and wanted to run faster and farther—so, a little like Forrest Gump, that was what I did.I

graduated from high school in 1975 and like a lot of teens wasn’t sure what I wanted to do with

my life. A friend told me about this place in Colorado that she had driven through on a recent

road trip, and it sounded like a great place to get a job and take a break before I had to

contemplate what to do with my life. So I sold my beat-up Austin-Healy Sprite for 300 bucks

and left for Aspen, Colorado.Like most mountain-town refugees, I took up skiing and really

enjoyed the speed and freedom. I have to give credit to my roommate Chip Simons for

teaching me. He was a truly awesome skier, someone who made it look easy—skiing fast with

perfect form and always in total control.One of my first days, he took me to the top of the

mountain and said I’d better listen up lest I break something or kill myself. “Do you know where

your center is?” he asked. I had no idea what that meant. “Your center of mass, the center of

your body,” he said. He told me to close my eyes and imagine the vertical midpoint of my body. I

followed his instructions and told him I figured it was at my belly button or perhaps slightly

lower.He concurred and then had me stand up straight, lock my knees, and put my skis close

together. He then asked if I was centered. I said sure, but then he put one finger on my

shoulder and pushed me down hard into the snow. “What the hell, Chip? If this is how

someone learns to ski, it sucks!” He laughed and helped me up. Then he told me to stand with

my feet at about shoulder width, flex my ankles and knees, hold my arms at my sides with my

elbows at 90 degrees, and look forward. He grabbed me by the shoulder and tried to push me

down, but because of my centered, balanced, athletic position, I was able to react and stay

balanced, offsetting his attempts to topple me. He laughed again and said I learned pretty

quick for a Tennessee boy.I fell several times, but by the end of that day I was tackling

challenging black-diamond runs at the Aspen Highlands. I’d been thrown into the deep end and

learned how to survive thanks to Chip’s instruction and key points about proper form and

technique.I got work in a local ski shop, first in the rental department, then in sales and ski

tuning, before I eventually became a professional ski-boot fitter. The job was about helping the

customer find comfort while still having a firm control on performance, but it was a gig that

would never interest most people because of the pain, anger, frustration, and hopelessness

thousands of skiers experience with their boots every year. To me, each customer was like a

puzzle to be figured out, although not easily in most cases.Early in the job, I started looking at

every foot as unique, noting the differences between right and left and stabilizing them



accordingly with foot supports in both the heel and forefoot. I adjusted canting (the vertical

angle of the lower leg) to make sure the center of the knee mass was over the center of the

foot and ski. I’d heat, shape, grind, and stretch the boot material to match the newly balanced

foot.I picked up pointers from other boot fitters, but I also developed my own tricks and

techniques based on what I was learning about the biomechanics of skiing. My approach

started from a simple concept: To ski properly, you must have a level foot position to stand flat

on a ski. By this I mean the heel and ball of the foot must be balanced. Think of how stable a

camera tripod is when properly balanced. Without this level foot position, it’s very difficult to

track level on your skis, make a right or left turn, or stop quickly by applying pressure to the ski

edges.So began my interest in understanding not only what the foot is capable of but also how

a balanced forefoot and an athletic position were necessary for virtually every sport as well as

being the most effective position for everyday activities from walking upstairs to raking leaves. I

was able to work with some of the top ski-boot fitters and custom ski-boot insole makers in the

world. And so, for 10 years, I happily spent winters skiing, making custom insoles, and

adjusting ski boots and summers doing odd jobs and focusing on running. With the running

boom in full swing and more and more races popping up, I became increasingly interested in

running longer-distance races and embarked on training for my first marathon.Footwear was

changing, too. Running shoes were becoming softer, and the heel height was becoming higher

to accommodate new midsole cushioning technologies such as air and gel bags, which were

meant to cushion runners from the hard surfaces of road running. One of the by-products of

the heel height increase was that runners started to lead or strike with their heels first. That

made the foot a loose adapter, which allows the ankle to roll in or out to adapt to changes in

the surface, and meant that the foot was unable to relay to the brain from its interaction with the

ground how the rest of the body should be positioned. Not surprisingly, excessive pronation

and supination (terms I explain in detail in Chapter 2) of the ankle started to affect runners

negatively.In fact, the change in my own running style led to one of my first running injuries,

plantar fasciitis, prompting me to question whether runners really needed more support in their

running shoes. I surmised that they didn’t need a rigid orthotic provided by the medical industry

that focused on the rear foot, but rather something like the ski insoles that I had made for years

to keep skiers balanced and in control of their skis. I realized way back then that being

balanced and centered with gravity is the best starting point for any sport, including and

especially running.An understanding of the biomechanics of running was all coming together

for me back in 1984, which was also the year I ran my first marathon, the Colorado Marathon in

Grand Junction. Unlike the huge marathon crowds of today, there were just about 150 of us

who ran out of town into the quiet, lonely desert amid the desolate rock mesas of western

Colorado. I was determined to run the race in 3 hours or less, but a severe cant on the two-lane

rural desert highway began to take its toll. I started to get uncomfortable mentally and

physically and tried to find flat ground to spell myself from the continuous slope. Pulling into 20

miles, I was on a 2-hour, 55-minute pace, but the wheels were about to fall off.I felt my iliotibial

(IT) band begin to tighten as a result of too much forefoot medial rotation from the slope of the

road. I not only hit the wall at 22 miles, I got crushed by the course. Hobbled by my right leg, I

shifted my weight to my left leg and adjusted my goal from less than 3 hours to simply finishing.

The weight shift to my left side made my left lateral ankle start to give in to the cant as well.

“Overcompensation” was a term I would later come to understand.I finished in 3:12 and had to

walk with a ski pole as a crutch for over a week with ice packs taped to my ankle and knee. I’d

found out the painful way how angles under your feet, either natural or unnatural, can cause

alignment problems for the body. I learned that overcompensating for one problem will lead to



the next, and when I got back home I made myself my first arch supports for running.That

same year, I met my wife-to-be, Jennifer, who was visiting from Canada. We married two years

later and moved from Aspen to Boulder in 1988 to start Active Imprints, a service business that

made foot supports. We would make them for every sport as well as for daily comfort in casual

and work shoes. We presented our services to the University of Colorado’s athletic

department, and soon we were working with its football, ski, and track teams.Our mission was

to develop lightweight custom foot supports, built for any sport in about an hour. No matter the

sport, at high performance levels feet must be balanced to provide proper alignment, maximize

power output, and reduce rotational forces (which create wear and tear on the body). It didn’t

take long for Jennifer and me to get acquainted with many of the top national- and world-class

athletes who gather in Boulder.I also became involved with many podiatrists, orthopedists,

physical therapists, chiropractors, and massage therapists who saw the benefits of a

lightweight, more flexible foot support incorporating forefoot correction and started referring

injured athletes and clients to us. Jennifer and I were asked to speak at Denver hospitals and

clinics on injury prevention, foot support, and how to match particular running shoes with

particular problems. We also worked with training camps focusing on running form and foot

biomechanics.We were working with many injured recreational runners as well as world-class

athletes from almost every sport, who began asking our opinion about particular injuries. I first

met New Zealander Lorraine Moller in 1991. Lorraine had a very high arch, and years of long-

distance running and racing had put strain on her Achilles tendon. When she came to me in

1991 a heel spur, or sharp, bony prominence, had formed on the heel bone, causing her to

overcompensate and roll inward to avoid pain.X-rays revealed a whopping half-inch heel spur

sticking into her Achilles tendon. As an Olympic marathoner, she had only two options: stop

running or have the spur removed. And stopping wasn’t really an option! She had the spur

removed and began the challenge of rehabilitation with an eye toward the Barcelona Olympics

the following year.Progress was slow, from healing internally and externally to walking, pool

running, and finally back to basic training. I made a series of foot supports for her that started

with some heel height to take stress off the tendon and gradually brought the heel down. A

patient and persistent athlete, Lorraine did what she needed to do and no more. Her patience,

hard work, and dedication to recovery and retraining paid off: She won the bronze medal

despite adverse heat and humidity in Barcelona. An amazing runner, she has raced in four

Olympic marathons, winning a bronze medal for her country at age 37 in Barcelona in 1992

and competing respectably again at age 41 in Atlanta.Lorraine and athletes like her inspire me,

and indeed the work of my life has been fueled by my passion for helping athletes improve their

mechanics for optimal fitness and performance; reducing the chance for injuries; and, perhaps

most important, maximizing the joy of running. After all, those are the reasons we all run, right?

Those same motivating factors also led me to design custom lightweight orthotics and running

shoes geared toward helping people run better, more efficiently, and faster with fewer

injuries.In the process of helping athletes perform better and reduce injuries, we discovered

that, although there is no such thing as perfect form, there is a better way to run, a more

optimal kind of running mechanics. By the 1990s I was developing my lectures around three

things: running form, foot type, and minimum range of motion. As I will explain in great detail in

this book, those three factors are the keys to understanding and avoiding most of the common

injuries caused by excessive braking, rotational, and propulsive forces.After many years of

research and design, I cofounded Newton Running in 2007 with the explicit goal of creating the

first running shoe based on physics and the biomechanics of natural human running motion. I

also wanted Newton Running to be the first company to talk about and teach natural running



form as a way to help runners relearn how to run—or, in some cases, to learn to run for the

first time. After three years in business, we’ve put runners on the path to new personal records

(PRs) and healthier running and helped Craig Alexander win a pair of Ironman triathlon world

championships. Although I’m pleased to have played a part in the victories he and other

Newton athletes have racked up, I’m just as proud of the thousands of testimonials from

runners who have e-mailed to tell me how much the shoes and improved natural running form

have enhanced their running.Although partially prompted by recent research and mainstream

appeal, this book represents a 30-year accumulation of scientific information, logic, and

firsthand experience derived from studying the feet, biomechanics, and injury patterns of

thousands of runners as well as building custom insoles for runners of all abilities and

developing innovative shoes for Newton Running.Natural Running is about teaching people

how to run better, more efficiently, and with fewer injuries. It comes at a time when there are

more people running than ever before; more people using running as their primary form of

fitness; and more people training for 5Ks, 10Ks, half-marathons, marathons, and ultradistance

events. Yet although running shoes have evolved tremendously since the 1970s, injury rates

among runners have not subsided.My goal in these pages is not to effect industrywide change

but instead to offer a path to individual running enlightenment and improvement. This book

doesn’t offer a miracle cure, training shortcuts, or immunity from injuries. But through a close

examination of running shoes, the biomechanics of the feet, the science of motion, and the

physics of running, it provides vital cues for healthier running that can ultimately lead to more

enjoyment, greater longevity as an athlete, and possibly faster race times. My deepest hope is

that the passion, experience, and insight I have tried to bring to this book will help you discover

—or perhaps rediscover—the pure joy and euphoria of natural running.1What Is Natural

Running?Running is one of the most natural things we do as human beings. We were, quite

literally, born to run. From prehistoric days, when running ensured survival, to today, when

more people are pounding the pavement for fitness and pleasure than ever before, running has

long been a part of the very fabric of who we are. Very little compares to the euphoria of being

fit and feeling good out on a run. With a breeze in your face and everything else in your dust,

running is at once invigorating and calming, inspiring and transcending.But if running is so

natural, why do so many runners end up sidelined? Why is the running population getting

slower? Training programs, shoes, and running gear are highly advanced, seemingly giving

runners every advantage, especially compared to when the running boom began in the 1970s.

So why have median marathon finishing times gotten longer? And why are more runners

getting injured than ever before? The American Medical Athletic Association reports that every

year 37 to 50 percent of runners suffer running injuries severe enough to reduce or stop

training or cause them to seek medical care (Wilk et al. 2009; Van Mechelen 1994).With almost

44 million runners in the United States (according to a 2009 survey by the Sports Goods

Manufacturers Association), that percentage range means 16 to 22 million runners are getting

hurt every year. Compare that to a 1989 study that reported 48 percent of runners suffered

some sort of running injury annually (Van Middelkoop et al. 2008). Twenty years of more

advanced shoes and training plans, but the same number of injuries? What gives?There has to

be a better way, a healthier way, to enjoy such a primal, euphoric, and truly natural activity,

whether your goal is reaching a new personal best in a marathon or simply enjoying an easy

jog a few times a week to stay fit.There is a better way to run. It’s called natural running, which

is in essence running the way your body was meant to run: purely, efficiently, and

uninhibitedly.Natural running is not a new concept. In fact, it has been around since at least as

far back as that first Neanderthal 10K. As barefoot runners chasing down sustenance in



prehistoric times, humans more than likely ran with an upright form, a compact arm swing, a

high cadence, and foot strikes at their midfoot below their center of mass, rather than crashing

to the ground with their heels on every step. We know this because that’s how the human body

moves most efficiently and economically when unshod or (perhaps) in thin-soled animal-skin

slippers on natural surfaces. Two million years of evolution haven’t changed how we were

intended to run. Anatomy just hasn’t evolved that much, according to Dr. Daniel Lieberman, an

evolutionary biologist and professor who runs the Skeletal Biology Lab at Harvard University

and has closely studied the impacts of barefoot running. Lieberman’s landmark 2010 study

(Lieberman et al. 2010) in essence proved that we haven’t lost the ability to run naturally. His

study is one of many recent research endeavors showing that human beings run more

efficiently and with less impact while running barefoot than in shoes.The problem is not that we

have forgotten how to run naturally; it’s more that we have fallen prey to unnatural influences in

the modern world—namely running shoe designs and the hard surfaces we typically run on.

The good news is that by understanding what natural running form is and how to readapt to it,

you can rediscover the way you were meant to run.Figure 1.1 | This boy runs on the beach in

the most pure and natural way.Imagine yourself running barefoot across the soft grass of a

soccer field or along the smooth, wet sand at the beach (see Figure 1.1). This evokes a good

feeling, right? No matter how fast or experienced you are as a runner or what your level of

fitness is today, you’ll more than likely be transported back to a simpler time in your life. You will

simply run, naturally, smoothly, efficiently. Nothing more, nothing less. Your body will move

freely and easily, your limbs in harmony with your feet, almost as if you’re skimming across the

surface of the earth. Why is this? Because that’s the way your body has been designed to

move. It’s only through the advent of modern footwear—especially overcushioned running

shoes—that we have (recently) evolved as heavy heel-strikers.No matter how fast you’re

running, your body is in harmony with the ground beneath you, moving freely and easily,

springing almost effortlessly with each footstep as you move from point A to point B. Muscles in

your legs and core engage easily to continue your forward momentum, and like your ancient

ancestors, you are probably running with an upright posture and a slight forward lean; a

compact, consistent arm swing; and low-impact footsteps near the ball of your foot.Your body

uses the sensory feedback gained from each foot’s interaction with the ground to help you

move as safely and efficiently as possible over any surface. That interaction, known as afferent

feedback, is gained from an area under the forefoot section of your foot, where your body is

naturally and most effectively balanced with gravity for any type of athletic movement.The

moment your forefoot senses the ground, your brain uses that feedback and positions your

body to run as efficiently and in as balanced a way as possible. Within that foot–brain

interaction, there is an understanding that the soft surface is not only safe but will help cushion

the impact of each footstep and accommodate the position of your foot. That’s natural running

in a natural world.Now picture yourself running barefoot across a sidewalk, street, or wood

floor. Because your brain interprets the potential danger of the hard surface beneath your feet

(which will offer no cushioning to help reduce the impact of each step), it naturally puts you in

position to run with very light foot strikes that will help you avoid the blunt force trauma of hitting

the concrete or another hard surface. To do that, you’ll land at the midfoot/forefoot portion of

your foot (the ball of the foot, but not the toes) and quickly lift your foot off the ground instead of

pushing off with excessive muscular force. I call this self-regulating your impact. Your brain

knows from both instinct and experience that landing on your heels while running barefoot on a

hard surface will result in painful and debilitating injury. Your body isn’t engineered to

accommodate the trauma of repeated heel striking, which is why you naturally avoid a heel-



striking gait, especially on harder surfaces. That’s natural running adapting to an unnatural

world.In sum, natural running is running the way the human body was meant to run in its

purest form across any surface, smooth, soft, jagged, or hard. Because we run in overbuilt

footwear in an unnatural world full of concrete, pavement, and even hard-packed dirt trails that

aren’t necessarily safe for bare feet, we need to relearn how to run naturally, wearing

lightweight shoes that offer some degree of protection while allowing us to mimic the sensation

of running barefoot.Running 101Almost anyone can run, no matter how fit or athletically

inclined. Many people take up running because it seems so uncomplicated compared to other

sports. You really don’t need a lot of expensive equipment, you don’t have to go anywhere but

out your front door to participate, you don’t have to pay dues to an exclusive club, and you

don’t have to take lessons to get started. Most people figure that if they invest in a pair of

running shoes and put in some sweat equity by running every day, the returns of improved

health, increased happiness, and a self-generating, lifelong passion are almost

guaranteed.Although running is certainly one of the most accessible sports you can pursue,

this kind of oversimplification has sidelined countless runners. Millions of people have signed

up for races and run marathons, but few have actually considered the importance of good form

or training. You take lessons on how to better swing a golf club or a tennis racket, or to learn

the proper techniques for shooting a basketball or throwing a curve ball, but what about

running? You might have finished a marathon—or several—but unless you’re an elite athlete,

chances are you’ve never been instructed how to run properly. You might follow a detailed

online program, do workouts with a local running group, or even follow a training plan from an

expert coach. But preparation for a race, whether it’s a 5K or a marathon, is typically focused

on different types of workouts, not on how you should actually run.Does it really matter how

you run? Yes, because if you run without learning proper form, you could wind up being

woefully inefficient, and worse yet, set yourself up for a variety of debilitating injuries. Two of

the biggest mistakes distance runners fall prey to are (1) running with a heel strike, which

causes abrupt braking of forward momentum and leads to excessive rotation in feet, ankles,

knees, legs, and hips; and (2) using too much muscular force to create forward propulsion.

Each of these form flaws contributes to too much vertical oscillation in every stride, which leads

to inefficiency and considerably more impact, rotation, and muscle and tendon stress on the

body.Common Running Form MistakesBraking Impact/Excessive Rotation. If you find yourself

landing hard on your heels and braking your forward momentum on every stride, you are

overstriding. This means your foot isn’t landing below your center of mass, so your ankle is

relegated to being a loose adapter, which allows for excessive rotational forces. As your foot is

free to roll inward or outward, so too are your ankle, lower leg, knee, upper leg, hips, and spine.

By running that way, you’re putting various muscles, joints, and soft tissues at risk of overuse

injuries from the excessive rotation that starts in your foot and goes up your body. Also, this

type of landing increases impact forces to the heel, knee, hip, and lower back.Excessive

Muscular Force. If you’re running with a heel-striking gait and braking your forward momentum

on every stride, you need extra muscular force to regenerate that momentum. With every heel-

strike in front of your center of mass, your upper body is pushed backward behind your center

of mass.That compromised position causes you to spend extended time on the ground from

the heel-strike phase to the mid-stance phase (discussed in Chapter 4) of your gait as your

upper body moves forward and becomes balanced over your midfoot. Now you need to push

off hard with excessive muscular force to maintain your relative speed. As you push off your

toes like a sprinter, your propulsive muscles (the calf muscle group, hamstrings) and the

connective tissue of your lower leg, ankle, and foot (primarily the plantar fascia and Achilles



tendon) will be in jeopardy of fatiguing, straining, or injury.These two form mistakes are

common responses to being out of balance with gravity, which is often the case when running

in overbuilt running shoes with a high heel lift on unnatural surfaces. It’s not that you can’t run

this way; you might be comfortable running in an inefficient manner and maybe you have even

set a new marathon PR running this way. After all, for the past 30 years most running shoes

have had a high heel lift that has encouraged heel striking. But if you are running somewhat

efficiently with a very inefficient form, your running economy (the ability to process oxygen

efficiently while running) is negatively affected because you’re expending considerably more

energy mitigating the hard impacts and pushing off to begin a new stride.Combined, these two

form mistakes contribute to the most common running overuse injuries, including shin splits,

plantar fasciitis, Achilles tendonitis, iliotibial band issues, and patellofemoral pain. Those

injuries can be frustrating by-products of what should be an otherwise enjoyable and healthy

experience. You might get away with running inefficiently for years, but it will eventually catch

up with you.If this is the way you’ve been running, or if you have suffered overuse injuries, don’t

despair. You can learn a better way to run. Natural running is based on how your feet move

when you run barefoot. Though that doesn’t mean you should ditch your shoes and start

running barefoot today, you can certainly improve your form, become a stronger runner, and

run more efficiently, as if you were running barefoot.Rediscovering Your Natural Running

FormRunning barefoot is the most primal form of natural running. It takes us back to our

primitive roots, but also back to our own youthful moments of running across a carpeted floor

as a toddler; through a soft, grassy park as a juvenile; or along the shoreline of a sandy beach

as an adolescent. And although we have moved on, both as a human species and from

childhood to adolescence and eventually to adulthood, that primal connection to natural

running remains. Natural running is engrained in all of us and always will be, even though our

current fitness levels, relatively sedentary lifestyles, inappropriate shoes, abnormal injuries,

and other variables of the unnatural, modern world make it seem hopelessly remote. Despite

bad habits, bodily changes, and dangerous surfaces, natural running is absolutely attainable if

we take the appropriate steps to find and nurture it.Though its roots are ancient, only in recent

years has barefoot running attained mainstream notoriety and science-based credibility.

Christopher McDougall’s best-selling Born to Run (2009), combined with the completion of

numerous scientific studies, set forth in the mainstream media the idea that most runners need

to reexamine how they run and exposed the negative influence that modern footwear has had

on the act of running.For years, high-level runners from around the world have used barefoot

running in small doses to develop proprioception (the body’s ability to sense the ground and

immediately react by positioning and moving itself accordingly), improve balance, and

strengthen the small muscles in their feet and lower legs, especially as preparation for running

in ultralight racing shoes or track spikes. Those muscles are typically underutilized and even

deconditioned while running in shoes with thick midsoles and a high heel lift and therefore can’t

do what they are supposed to do—absorb impact force, control rotational forces, and release

stored energy—a problem that is compounded by the fact that most of us wear soft or heel-

lifted shoes nearly all the time, both at work and play.The Shoe’s Impact on FormIf you wear a

high-heel running shoe, which most recreational runners do today, it is very difficult to run with

natural running form. But running shoes weren’t always built that way. At the start of the

American running boom in the early 1970s, most people were running in lightweight shoes that

consisted of a rubber outsole, a thin foam midsole, and a lightweight nylon upper. Although

simple by today’s standards, some of those early shoes were pretty good at letting the foot and

body move naturally without the need for excessive muscular force. Those shoes also allowed



a runner to obtain valuable sensory feedback from the foot’s interaction with the ground and to

self-regulate impact.As footwear technology advanced over the years, running shoes generally

became cushier, softer, thicker, and heavier. Heel heights increased to accommodate new

midsole cushioning technologies such as air bags and gel packets meant to cushion runners

from the hard surfaces of road running. Compared to the original running shoes of the

mid-1960s or to the animal-skin moccasins of primitive peoples, running shoes started to look

almost cartoonish.Figure 1.2 | Cutaway of standard running shoe showing a 14.7 percent rise

in ramp angle from toe to heelAlthough some of the design innovations were driven by

performance, the end result in many cases was anything but performance oriented. And that’s

why, more than 30 years later, thousands of people run with inefficient mechanics predicated

on a heel-striking gait. Not only is that form not optimal for running fast, it can lead to numerous

overuse injuries. But beyond that, the excessive pounding and pushing caused by constantly

braking and using muscular force to start a new stride leaves the runner with a debilitating

feeling that is contrary to the exhilarating sensation of running with natural, efficient form.Large,

overbuilt heel crash pads and steep heel-to-toe ramp angles (see Figure 1.2) in modern shoe

design are the biggest culprits in allowing, and in fact encouraging, a heel-striking gait—

especially for those new to the sport who haven’t had instruction or experience with more

efficient mechanics. Even if you want to run with a natural midfoot/forefoot stride pattern, the

geometry and heel height of many shoes will not allow your foot to land naturally—namely

parallel to the ground—because the hefty heel gets in the way. It’s the first thing that hits the

ground as your foot swings through the gait cycle. Another problematic aspect is the soft foam

midsole, which dampens the foot’s sensory intake (because it’s harder to feel the ground), thus

thwarting the relay of information back to the brain about how the rest of the body should be

positioned. So if shoes are the problem, shouldn’t we all just run barefoot? Yes and no.Barefoot

RunningIf you’re used to running in a shoe with a built-up heel, running barefoot can be a

fascinating experience of freedom and the first step in developing natural running mechanics.

Running unshod, your foot naturally seeks out the ground by landing at the midfoot, where it

receives afferent feedback and immediately tells the body how to move as efficiently and

effectively as possible. That same feedback can be gained while wearing shoes, but it is

considerably dampened by thick levels of foam and much harder to interpret with a heel-

striking gait.So what about running barefoot all the time? No way, say most doctors, podiatrists,

physical therapists, coaches, and elite runners, who concur that it’s neither practical nor safe to

run barefoot. Running barefoot for several miles on a paved road or concrete sidewalks sounds

terribly painful, not to mention impractical and even dangerous. I’m not saying you can’t, but

you could be setting yourself up for other injuries if you do.However, under controlled

circumstances, barefoot running can be quite good for you, whether you’re an elite athlete, a

new runner, or somewhere in between. Done regularly in small doses, barefoot running can

improve your mechanics and teach your body to land lightly at your midfoot, even while

wearing shoes. I discuss barefoot running as an effective training tool more thoroughly in

Chapter 9.The principle behind barefoot running makes a lot of sense, but so does the

principle behind shoes. Most of us don’t live in a part of the world where soft dirt roads or

sandy beaches connect towns and cities. Our modern world is heavily paved and therefore not

conducive to running barefoot. Shoes will protect your feet from hazards like glass, gravel, and

debris, and wearing shoes gives you thermal properties that are lacking when you run barefoot

on hot pavement or frozen sidewalks. The bottom line is that although running barefoot in small

doses can help make you a better natural runner, it isn’t the answer. A better solution is to run

with lightweight shoes that allow your feet to mimic the flexibility and motion of barefoot running



while still offering protection from unnatural surfaces and helping to transfer downward energy

into forward propulsion.Adopting Natural Running
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Antoine, “A very good buy for those interested in natural running information and training.. This

is a very informative and well written book. It discusses at length--but with very little technical

jargon--the bio-mechanics of the feet, and then "whole-body kinematics," as well. The

discussion of the feet was a bit lengthy, but the author was exuberant about the subject, and

the information was easy enough to skim through. The occasional nugget of information was

well worth wading into the material. I haven't done any of the drills presented in the book, but

there are a number of them, and they are straightforward and feasible. (I haven't done any of

the recommended exercises because I routinely do similar ones.) The book nicely balances

theory and practice; laboratory and real world examples. This keeps the book both interesting

and informative, as well as convincing. The author, Abshire, has definite beliefs about how to

"properly" run, but he is not dogmatic, and he supports his beliefs with credible data; that is a

nice change from so many "how to" authors who are convinced that they and they alone have

arrived at "the Truth." Overall, if you are interested in learning about natural running and/or

transitioning to it as a runner, then you will be very pleased with this book.”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/lQaDa/Natural-Running-The-Simple-Path-to-Stronger-Healthier-Running


Student of Jesus, “Technically Good. natural running is rather techincal and gets into the

concepts behind running shoe design as well as the ways to run naturally. Its author shares

about running diagnositic tests that can be scheduled (and where, including the normal fees

associated with such testing), shares the pitfalls to some local running-shoe-store diagnostic

tests, and also gives practical do-it-yourself at-home diagnostic 'tests' one can do in front of a

full-length mirror to assess defects in the body which may create issues while running. It is a

very insightful guide to the many facets that affect runners, from body style to shoe make-up,

and then goes on to address the particulars on how to run naturally. A worthwhile guide to

those who desire to run in a way that fits the body, with as little 'wear and tear' as possible. If

you desire a "cleaner" run, where you're not fighting your body as you move, this is an ingenius

guide.”

Alek Dabo, “A run/life changing book!. I bought this book in conjunction with buying the running

shoes from "Newton" (the writter is Newton's founder).As many of these books, there are a few

repetitions and it could be a tad slimer, BUT, what a research!! All the statements are backed-

up with research and examples. Having read "Chi Running" a few years back I knew what to

expect, but this is way beyond my expectations and wonderful.The practical lessons / exercises

on how to swicth to natural running clear and useful.Even if you do not switch to natural

running position after reading this book, you will understand what is happening with body and

morphology.The content is accessible to anyone who cares to think a little about running.It is a

must have for all runners and most athletes.Well worth the price.”

RealiT, “Invaluable book on Running the way humans are built to run - you will learn to run

faster, longer, with much less effort. This book explains why high, cushioned heel running

shoes produce inefficient, counterproductive (heel plant is like hitting the brakes with each

stride), and physically destructive (stresses the body - especially the lower back). The

recommended technique is running in balance, midfoot planting under the hips, with quick high

cadence. I used my DVR to examine the running technique of the best athletes in the

Olympics and soccer: this is the way they run! I have trained and reset my running technique

as presented in the book: wonderful! I run faster, longer and with much less effort. A fun read

is the McDougall book on the Copper Canyon MEX indians who routinely run centuries through

rough terrain wearing strap-up sandals: 

  

Born to Run: A Hidden Tribe, Superathletes, and the Greatest Race the World Has Never Seen

(Paperback)

  

  

    .”

Jeff Hodgson, “Great Book on Running Naturally!. I purchased this book after purchasing a pair



of Newton running shoes (having been an Asics runner for 15+ years) and after watching all of

the videos on the Newton website. Danny Abshire talks you through improving your running

technique and he gives you all of the information that you require to make your running flow.

The book is full of sound advice and a few pictures to illustrate his thoughts. I suggest that you

read the book and also look at the videos on the Newton website if you want a visual reference

guide to improve your running technique. For those of you who don't know, the natural running

technique is a fore-foot running style, with a high cadence rate, which when executed properly

allows you to run effectively with fewer injuries. It takes a bit of practice to get your technique

sorted, but if you give it time and practise your drills, your running should flow and you should

endure fewer lower limb injuries. I highly recommend this book to all runners who not only

want to improve their techniques, but also their race times.”

Richard Batsford, “Insightful. This book is compreheshive the author surely knows his subject

well and the scope and depth he goes into running. Fascinating, pratical and interesting read

for those who want to discover how to improve your running style and essentailly a better way

of running. One that is more economical and less damaging to your joints.Satisfied with this

buy!”

BATS201, “good buy. it does what is says on the cover and more. this book consists of history,

drills and biomechanics to running. mainly the book is based on the premise that many trainers

designed today may contribute to heel striking due to the added protection of the heel, which

by nature this causes the heel to over pronate and knee problems etc... result. the book also

covers runners gait and its assessment. overall a good buy.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Very good book, thanks”

Manugonzalez1981, “Genial. Ha llegado prontísimo el libro, dudo que sea de segunda mano y

si así lo fuera el dueño ni lo abrió!!!”
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